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John Wiley Sons Inc, United States, 2010. Paperback. Condition: New. 1. Auflage. Language: English .
Brand New Book. This book starts by reviewing the overall architecture of in order to give you the
background you need to be able to write managed code. After that, the book is divided into a
number of sections that cover both the C# language and its application in a variety of areas. Part I:
The C# Language gives a good grounding in the C# language for experienced programmers. You
start by looking at basic syntax and data types. Objects, types, inheritance, generics, arrays, tuples,
operators, casts, delegates, lambdas, events, strings, regular expressions, collections, Language
Integrated, Query (LINQ), Dynamic Language Extensions, memory management, pointers,
reflection, errors, and exceptions are all covered. Part II: Visual Studio looks at Visual Studio 2010
(the best way to use the tool to build applications based on the Framework 4) and deploying your
projects. Part III: Foundation looks at assemblies, instrumentation, security, threading, tasks,
synchronization, localization, System.Transactions, networking, interop, XAML, Managed
Extensibility Framework, Manipulating Files and the Registry, transactions, building Windows
services, and generating your own libraries as assemblies. Part IV: Data covers accessing databases
with ADO, ADO Entity Framework,...
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Great electronic book and helpful one. Of course, it is play, still an interesting and amazing literature. I am just delighted to inform you that here is the
finest ebook i have got go through in my own daily life and might be he finest pdf for actually.
-- Lor a  Johns III--  Lor a  Johns III

Very useful to any or all group of men and women. I am quite late in start reading this one, but better then never. You are going to like just how the blogger
publish this book.
-- K r istia n Na der-- K r istia n Na der
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